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IU Herbarium Use Case

The current key use case for Indiana University is the IU Herbarium.

The herbarium uses Imago to make their specimens available for use with Symbiota and Specify and eventually as a part of the Consortium of Midwestern Herbaria portal.

-CMH Portal

http://midwestherbaria.org/portal/index.php

IU Biological Specimen Collections

• Herbarium – 130K pressed plant specimens

• Paleontology – Currently 2,500+ fossils

• Zooarchaeology – 10K 3D vertebrate skeletons

Can this architecture also be used for several types of specimens?

Neither

Boundless Use of Indiana University’s Biological Collections

 boundlessuse@indiana.edu

UW Collections Management Systems

• Arcots (http://arctosdb.org)

• Specify (http://specifysoftware.org)

• Symbiota (http://symbiota.org)

Digital Biodiversity Preservation Issues

Neither content management systems, nor aggregation services provide preservation means for digital specimens.

Mast images are not preserved in context with metadata

No agreed upon standards for file preservation, file format, technical metadata, etc.
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